Zespół Placówek Oświatowych in Niedzica
Niedzica is in Gmina Łapsze Niżne on Spisz.
That region is characterised by its unusual natural and cultural landscape.
Tourists are attracted by hospitality of the inhabitants, vivid history, historical monuments and folklore.
We live, we learn and we want to work here

Source: Gmina Łapsze Niżne
It’s a magical place to relax
Walking, cycling and horse routes around Spisz or the Czorsztyn Lake

Source: Gmina Łapsze Niżne
It’s a land of many cultures with monuments:

- Churches, shrines
- Dunajec Castle in Niedzica
- Regional costumes
- The dialect
- Traditions and customs
- Regional teams
Niedzica – tourism, gastronomy, services

Source: Gmina Łapsze Niżne
Power station and water dam

Source: Gmina Łapsze Niżne
• The beauty of the area between the mountains of Pieniny and Tatra Mountains, castles in Niedzica and Czorsztyn, have caused development of tourism.

• Here has been created a rich tourist base, accommodation and gastronomic base (catering).
• Traditional cuisine in Spisz means simplicity and originality
• Many traditional recipes are still used by housewives (dziadki, gałuski, tworoźniki, kapuśniak, rogi, kołacze, derkliki ;)

Traditional cuisine
Our school – a window to the world

- Our school offers students the opportunity to learn in many professions and preparation for the job market.

- In addition to theoretical lessons a lot of attention is paid to practical preparation.

- Through to cooperation with institutions and participation in many competitions, professional trips, students develop a range of professional skills and meet potential employers.
Vocational training at our school

- Professional training at school and workplaces.
- Theoretical preparation at school and on vocational courses.
- Mock exams at school and examination centers.
- Professional trips, for example to gastronomic fairs, agropromotion.
- Workshops in a bakery.
Career counseling

- As a result of changes in educational system, there are additional lessons – Career counseling - from class 7 in primary school.

- During the lessons students confirm their professional predispositions and receive help in the subject of future professional work.
Cooperation with institutions

- Community Łapsze Niżne
- Municipal Cultural Centre in Niedzica
- Museum Castle Complex in Niedzica
- Employers
- Confectionery in Łapsze Wyżne
- Bakery in Krempachy
- Examination Centers
Cultural events

- We take active part in many cultural events in Gmina Łapsze Niżne
- We serve regional specialities
- We celebrate Spisz customs and traditions (singing, dancing, regional costume, dialect)
Workplaces in the profession in which we are educating

- Restaurants,
- Hotels, guest houses, holiday houses,
- Service of cultural and occasional events
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